Reflex 3 RAF
Greenham Common

Nov 22 – 24 Dec 1961 First Reflex tour as Aircraft Commander.
And R&R to Munich

Greenham Common Block 5
Capt. Dave Nicolson, Lt. John Gnan
R&R to Paris

Approach to Paris
Dave Nicolson and Gus Letto on Champs de Mars
Champs de Mars
Eiffel Tower
Eiffel Tower

View from top of Eiffel Tower
View from top of Eiffel Tower
Gus Letto at top of Eiffel Tower

Lunch at 2nd Stage, Eiffel Tower, John Gnan and Dave Nicolson
Arch of Triumph
Arch of Triumph
Notre Dame Cathedral
Notre Dame Cathedral

Munich
Rotkruezeplatz, Munich
Munich Cathedral, Frauenkirche
Munich Cathedral, Frauenkirche

Bombed-out building near Munich rail station
Munich Street Scenes
Munich street scenes
Rathaus
Munich street scene

GARMISCH

Lake between Munich and Garmisch
Garmisch Scene

Garmisch Scene
Redeployment day, EB-47E 52-410. Crewmembers standing by power cart are Capt. David Nicolson (navigator), Lt. John Gnan (pilot), and Sgt. Harold Mueller (electronic warfare operator)